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Threat Type

TLP-WHITE

VMware have released a security advisory that addresses multiple vulnerabilities
which include a critical (CVSS score of 9.8) Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability in their vCenter Server management platform.
The vulnerabilities, if exploited, could allow a threat actor to potentially take control
of affected systems. There are updates available that will remedy these vulnerabilities.
• CVE-2021-21972 (CVSS Score:Base 9.8): A Remote Code Execution vulnerability in the vSphere Client, can be exploited remotely by unauthenticated
attackers in low complexity attacks that do not require user interaction. The
vSphere Client (HTML5) contains a remote code execution vulnerability in a
vCenter Server plugin that allows an attacker with network access to port 443
could execute commands with unrestricted privileges on the operating system
that hosts vCenter Server.

• CVE-2021-21974 (CVSS Score: Base 8.8): An ESXi OpenSLP heapoverflow vulnerability. OpenSLP as used in ESXi has a heap-overflow vulnerability that could enable malicious attackers inhabiting the same network
segment as ESXi and with access to port 427 to execute arbitrary code remotely on impacted devices.

• CVE-2021-21972

Products Affected

- vCenter Server 6.5, 6.7, 7.0
Impacted Product Suites that Deploy Response Matrix 3a Components:
- Cloud Foundation (vCenter Server) 3.x and 4.x

• CVE-2021-21974
- ESXi 6.5, 6.7, 7.0
Impacted Product Suites that Deploy Response Matrix 3a Components:
- Cloud Foundation (vCenter Server) 3.x and 4.x

Impact

Remote Code Execution

NCSC-IE recommends the following action:

• Please install the patches supplied by VMware as quickly as possible. Se-

Recommendations

curity patches and workarounds can be found here. As an PoC is now
available, the NCSC recommends affected parties patch or implement the
workarounds as soon as possible.

• CVE-2021-21974 - VMware have released a guideline with steps to consume
ESXi hot patch asynchronously on top of latest VMware Cloud Foundation
(VCF) supported ESXi build.
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